100,000,000 bushels of wheat have already been ruined by
heat, and heavy losses are expected in other grains.
the provost of eton
Lord Hugh Cecil has been appointed Provost of Eton to
succeed Dr. M. R. James.
the former archbishop of rouen
The dispute between Mgr. de la Villerabel, formerly Arch-
bishop of Rouen, and the Vatican, has now been settled. Mgr.
de la Villerabel has been appointed to the Titular Archbishopric
of Mytilene.
the danzig dispute
There have recently been a number of incidents at the free
city of Danzig. The Council of the League of Nations therefore
summoned Herr Greiser, President of the Danzig Senate, and
Mr. Lester, the League High Commissioner, to Geneva. Herr
Greiser said that he would speak on behalf of 400,000 Germans
who did not wish to regard themselves as bound eternally to
the League of Nations when by blood and race they were bound
to Germany. He asked why they had ever been separated from
Germany. If it was to give Poland access to the sea, then he
thought it right and proper that Poland should claim access,
but he was tempted to think that Danzig had been separated
from Germany in order to create a permanent centre of trouble
and friction between Germany and Poland. Mr. Lester an-
swered such points made by Herr Greiser as were relevant*
It was his duty, he explained, to administer the statute and to
carry out the "paragraphs'' which were so obnoxious to Herr
Greiser. Later Herr Greiser again spoke, and concluded that
"the whole German people looks forward to the time when
resolutions will be adopted as a result of which the President
of the Senate of the Free City will not be called on to appear
before the Council of the League of Nations." Then, rising
from his seat—for speeches are delivered seated at the Council
—Herr Greiser walked round the table and shook Mr. Eden's
hand, after which he gave the Hitler salute. This caused some
loud laughter on the part of the Press gallery, and again
when Herr Greiser saluted behind the chair of Colonel Beck.
Thereupon Herr Greiser paused on his way out in front of
the section of the gallery which had laughed at him, raised his
hand as if to give the Hitler salute, but, instead, cocked a
snook.
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